
Match the words (1-25) with their meanings.

1. flexibility! ! ! .....  open to new behavior and opinions

2. incentive! ! ! ..... go beyond what is allowed

3. adjust! ! ! ..... denoting the central government of the US

4. recovery! ! ! ..... a thing that motivates or encourages

5. incidence!! ! ..... a minor change in a document, a revision

6. acknowledge! ! ..... a view or prospect, a point of view

7. rational! ! ! ..... extent or area of plan, law,etc.

8. inhibition! ! ! ..... involving mutual assistance

9. input! ! ! ..... a feeling that makes one self-conscious or !

! ! ! ! ! unable to act in a natural way

10. federal! ! ! ..... fundamental, being the cause or basis of 

! ! ! ! ! something

11. exceed! ! ! ..... equal in value, meaning, function, etc.

12. scope! ! ! ..... (n) a serious disagreement or argument; a war

13. amendment! ! ..... not concrete, not existing in a physical state

14. cooperative! ! ..... a belief, vague awareness of something

15. conflict! ! ! ..... being in a state of calm or equilibrium; without 

! ! ! ! ! chaos, disorder

16. equivalent! ! ..... admit or accept, recognize

17. underlying! ! ..... ability to bend, change without breaking

18. abstract! ! ! ..... alter, move (something) slightly

19. notion! ! ! ..... based on reason

20. perspective! ! ..... distribute resources for a particular purpose

21. stability! ! ! ..... make easy or easier

22. allocate ! ! ! ..... give someone the authority, means to do 

! ! ! ! ! something

23. enable! ! ! ..... return to a normal state of health, mind, etc.

24. facilitate!! ! ..... occurrence, rate or frequency of disease, 

! ! ! ! ! crime, etc.

25. liberal! ! ! ..... a contribution of work, information or material

1. The ..................................... of the book is broad in theory as well as re-

search.

2. The ..................................... causes of poverty and drug abuse should be 

sought, first of all, in family life.

3. The paper is very ..................................... . It does not deal in particulars or 

concrete examples.

4. Many of the ideas in the paper are intriguing and worthy of further thought, 

but the ..................................... that race is of little consequence in America to-

day needs to be rejected out of hand.

5. In his ..................................... , the author lists a great number of people who 

assisted him in the research and writing of the book.

6. Most corporations ..................................... resources to research and devel-

opment as well as production and marketing.
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7. Commentators and analysts anticipate an economic ..................................... 

in the near future, after the worst of the recession has abated.

8. With a belief in the innate intelligence of human beings, the Enlightenment 

enshrined the idea of innate ..................................... in its conception of man.

9. The doctors worked to help ..................................... the condition of the vic-

tim.

10. The parties proposed a number of ..................................... to the constitu-

tion in order to secure more equal rights for minority groups.

11. The companyʼs fourth-quarter profits ..................................... the expecta-

tions of analysts.

12. One of the fundamental tenets of ..................................... is the idea of the 

freedom of the individual to follow his or her own conception of the good life.

13. Farmers and small business people came together to form 

..................................... in order to compete with large corporations and to 

share resources and ideas.

14. The collection of essays re-evaluates twentieth-century regional fiction from 

a feminist ...................................... .

15. One of the main ..................................... in the novel is between the hero 

and his lover. 

16. Both the US and Canada have ..................................... systems of govern-

ment, systems in which power is shared.

17. The professor circulated a questionnaire to the students in oder to get their 

..................................... on the class.

18. Psychologists have long been interested in the fears and 

..................................... that bedevil the human psyche. 

19. Many economists think that current interest rates should be 

..................................... for inflation.

 20. Politicians opposed to a range of social security benefits believe that un-

employment insurance creates a ..................................... for people to work.

21. Critics insist that the new privacy and security legislation will 

..................................... governments to carry out even greater surveillance of 

the population.

22. Many believe that the new hate crime legislation is ..................................... 

to an attack on free speech.

23. If you are ..................................... about the time of departure, we can book 

you on a cheaper flight.

24. The report reaffirms the view that the ..................................... of mortality 

increases from disease and other health issues increases as one goes down 

the socio-economic scale.

25. The report proposes moving the community college to the local university 

campus in order to ...................................... the sharing of resources, and ulti-

mately to cut educational costs.
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